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Disjuncture between the convergence of web technologies
and researchers’ grasp of the social implications of student
interaction in social media.
Need to explore the educational significance of student
identity negotiation/ management via Social Media.
Learning is often portrayed as a process of “being” and
“becoming “ (Grushka, 2010, Wenger, 1998).
Domestication of web-enabled phones and convergence of
spaces potentially activates complex and sometimes
vulnerable identities.
Investigated how university learners negotiate their identities
and learning practices via Social Networking Sites (SNS).
Interviewed 15 purposively-selected postgraduate students
who used Facebook-enhanced mobile phones for exchanging
learning resources and micro-management of their lives.
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Employed Hybrid Theory and Third Space Theory to unravel
how narratives of student Facebook interactions illuminated
understanding of their social engagement, identities and
reconciliation of identity clashes.

Findings :
} Blurring of the virtual and physical (professional) boundaries.
} Networked exchange of knowledge and democratic
participation in learning communities
} Student uncertainty about educators’ judgements of their
online personas,
} Occasional unsafe use of Social Media and invasion of their
privacy,
} Concerns about security of their private personal information
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Fears of jeopardising future employment
prospects.
Social co-presence – integration of real world
contacts with virtual personas and/ discourses.
Technological and media convergence used by
students to claim copyright of their identities
Instances of surveillance by guardians.

Grasp the impact of social convergence on the
negotiation/ management of university student
identities and their learning.
Research Questions
} What evidence exists in student use of Social Media
enhanced mobile phones to demonstrate the social
convergence of their real world and virtual world social
practices?
} How do university students use Social Media-enhanced
mobile phones to negotiate and manage their personal
and collective identities?
} What educational gains and social implications emerge
from students’ use of Social-Media enabled phones?
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Hybrid Theory-people draw from multiple funds of
knowledge of their world (Bhabha, 1994; Moje et al
2004) .
These knowledges are potentially fruitful and
limiting for development of identities and literacies
(Pane, 2007).
Facebook is a hybrid space affording students to
draw from different knowledges and presents
opportunities / constraints for nurturing hybrid
identities.
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Third Space emerges as peoples draw on different
symbols, and cultural experiences to challenge
dominant discourses. (Bhabha, 1994) .
Exploratory research
Fifteen postgraduate students with Social Mediaenabled mobile phones were purposively selected.
Education, Sociology, Psychology, Linguistics and
ICTs in Education departments.

Social convergence afforded
1. “Third Spaces” for negotiation for
temporal identities and micro management
of transitory relations.
2. Dilution /blurring of professional (physical)
world and virtual world
3. Social co-presence – integration of real
world contacts with virtual personas and/
discourses

4. Allowed students to claim copyright of their
fragmented identities .
5. Cultural assimilation through international music
imports.
6. Glolocal and heteroglossic selves.
7. Anxiety and risk of troubled identities that shared
spaces with academics .
8. Nascent forms of academic networking .
9. Cyber surveilance and moral panic by “invisible
audiences.”
10. Disruptive technologies for unsophisticated
learners
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Small research sample.
Purposive sampling- the perspectives
reported are limited to those using the
web-based mediational tools.
Inclusion of undergraduates.
Research excluded the use of other social
networking sites.

Future research should:
1. combine the survey and interview methods to
unravel whether more educator involvement on SNS
could result in safer usage and increased
awareness of privacy considerations.
2. Unravel whether the performative identities
negotiated in SNS would influence identities and
behaviour in real life.
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Incidence of unsafe use of SNS
1. Policies that educate students on appropriate use,
information protection, privacy and discourage overdisclosure.
2. Policy legislators should develop policy frameworks on
data protection, cyber security, security of information,
identification, and prevention of cyber crime.
Sharing of work in progress and working papers can promote
plagiarism, inappropriate referencing and cheating
1. Educators should institute policies on the security of
information, trust and responsible virtual communication.
2. Consolidation of intellectual property laws to cover
information extracted from SNS.
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Decentralisation of internet governance in Africa to
cover ownership and control of use websites as
well as prevention of inappropriate cyber-activities.
Institutional policy mechanisms for blocking,
limiting, or reporting mal use or regulating use of
SNS.
University policies that target professional
relationship management on the Internet
Code of ethics on prevention of inappropriate
virtual contact and prevention of cyber-crime e.g.
naming and shaming of professionals abusing SNS.

1. Projected new perspectives on social convergence that
encapsulate:
a) A spatial dimension (virtual and physical spaces)
b) A psychological dimension -convergence of minds
across different spaces (physical and virtual).

2. Reconceptualisation of Social Media as “Third Spaces”
where minds and diverse knowledges intersect.
3. The intricacies of hidden power that surround academic
encroachment of what are conceived as “student
controlled spaces” (Rambe, 2010)

